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From School Library JournalKindergarten-Grade 2–The boy detective makes his fifth
appearance. It is his grandpa's birthday, and Bones is in charge of icing the cake. The sticky
substance ends up on his hands, in his hair, and all over his clothes. On the way to the party,
he is in charge of his grandfather's gift. Even though it is only a card, his parents promise there
is a surprise inside that Grandpa, his friend Sally, and Bones will like. When it comes time to
open the presents, the card is missing, and it takes all of Bones's detective skills to save the
day once again. With Newman's bright and cheerful illustrations throughout the easy-to-read
and humorous text, Adler has once again created an enjoyable story.–Erika Qualls, Ela Area
Public Library District, Lake Zurich, ILCopyright © Reed Business Information, a division of
Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition
of this title.About the AuthorDavid A. Adler is the author of more than 175 children’s books,
including the Young Cam Jansen series. He lives in Woodmere, New York.Barbara Johansen
Newman lives with her husband and three sons in Massachusetts.--This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.From BooklistThe fifth book in the series that began with
Bones and the Big Yellow Mystery (2004) opens with Jeffrey Bone and his parents baking a
cake for his grandfather. As they drive to Grandpa's house, the young detective takes charge of
the iced cake and a card containing a present. When the time comes to give Grandpa his gift,
the card has disappeared. Using his trusty detective kit, Jeffrey solves the case. Observant
children may beat Jeffrey to the conclusion and will probably enjoy doing so. Large, colorful
pictures illustrate the text, which uses very short sentences in a natural-sounding way. The
tenor of the story is rather mild, but young readers looking for short, fully illustrated mystery
stories may find this to their liking. Carolyn PhelanCopyright © American Library Association.
All rights reserved --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read
more
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Sandeep Naik, “Adbhut Kathakar ki Adbhut Kahaniyan. Is tarah ke Katha Sangrah paisa
wasool hi hote hain, kyonki kuchh kahaniyan apko pasand na bhi aye to bhi kai pasand aa hi
jati hain. Upanyason se ye katha sangrah in mayno mein shresth sidhh hote hain ki, agar
climax tak pad kar anand nahin aya to poora upanyas padna hi bekar jata hai, parantu kuchh
laghu kathayen pasand na bhi ayen to bhi poora katha sangrah padna hi bekar nahin jata.
Abhishek ji ka ye laghukatha sangrah bhi aisa hi hai, ise pad koi bhi nirash nahin ho sakta, kai
kathayen apko pasand ayengi hi. Mujhe to lagbhag sabhi kathayen pasand aai. Jinhone
Abhishek ji ki "Kisson Ki Sadak" aur "Batjaga-1" padi hain, Abhishek ji ke lekhan se suparichit
hone ke karan unko to nishchit hi pasand ayegi "Batjaga-2". Abhishek ji ek adbhut kathakaar
hain, bahut hi saral aur bodhgamya bhasha mein kisse likhte hain. "Pratiroop", "Aham
Brahmasmi", "Rakshas-Tab aur Ab", "Us Type Ki Ladki" aur "Bhagat Communist" ye kahaniyan
ullekhniya hain.”

The book by Abhishek Suryawanshi has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided
feedback.
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